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Take us home 

16 oz. Logo Pint Glass $3.99 

20 oz. Logo Imperial Pint Glass $5.99 

16 oz. Silicone Pint Glass $9.99 

64 oz. Growler $14 + $5 deposit 

32 oz. Growler $8 + $3 deposit 

The more you drink, the smarter 

you get.  Start your BCBB PhD 

today and get your card stamped.

RM

Our Beers

In order from Lightest to Fullest

Pint glass $4.65  •  Pitchers  $16  •  Take home Growlers (64 oz. $14 or 32 oz. $8) + deposit 
Sample flight of three or more beers @ $1.55 per sample  •   The “Tower of Beer Power” $31*

*Must offer collateral deposit

We offer 12 oz. Gluten Reduced Glütiny Pale Ale from New Belgium 
Brewing and Blake’s Hard Cider Co. Flannel Mouth Cider from Michigan

   Bryant Bridge Gateway Golden Ale 
This straw-colored Golden beer is capped with a pillowy white head and is light on the tongue.  Soft stone fruits flows into 
the flavor with more peach and citrus.  Low hop levels give this beer a light and delicate finish.  We recommend this brew to 
those just venturing into craft beer or anyone looking for a refreshing thirst quencher.  Durham’s Bryant Bridge crosses over 
Rt. 147 and is the bridge lighted with blue LED lights at night.  It is the gateway to the Bull City and this is our gateway to 
drinking craft beer.  This ale is available year round. Approx. 4.5% ABV  Hops: Goldings, Willamette

  Parrish Street Pale Ale 
This Pale Ale-style beer has an alluring autumn hue.  Aromas of caramel, orange zest and light floral hops greet the nose.  
There is a pleasant sweet malt character up front followed quickly by apricot.  The finish is crisp and hoppy, providing a nice 
counterpoint to the malt.  Sporting a fuller body, it is richer and hoppier than our Golden Ale.  Despite the name “pale,” this 
style of beer is darker in color than our Golden Ale.  Parrish Street was known as “Black Wall Street” with many black 
owned local businesses located on Parrish.  Approx. 5.0% ABV  Hops: Northern Brewer, Goldings and Fuggles

 Kaiser Kölsch
We are transporting you to Cologne, Germany for an authentic, true-to-style experience serving Kaiser Kölsch. Kölsch bier is the famous 
style served in tall skinny glasses called a Stange (Shtahng-uh) or “Stick.” The tradition is to drink this light colored, light bodied 
German Ale quickly before the big white foamy head fades. When the glass is emptied, it should be quickly replaced with a full glass to 
keep the beer flowing. Each glass is a traditional 200ml (6.7 oz) size and we sell the the Kölsch for $2.50 each. Best to order a few at a 
time or to start a tab at the bar. Kaiser was the famous fire dog at Durham’s fire station #1 (Pompieri Pizza today) from 1931-1937. Kaiser 
was a friend to everyone and when he died he was “fat as a pig” from being fed hamburgers! Hops:  German Perle and Hallertauer  - 
Sorry no pints as is tradition, but we can give you pitchers, towers and growlers

  27701 Durham Mild Ale (Session Ale)
The term Mild ale was originally a reference to young, fresh beer produced in England of a low alcohol level.  Today, we also think of 
lightly hopped, less bitter malt-driven ales with a soft brown color and light roast quality. Our version of a Mild is named 27701 for our 
zip code and drinkability. Showing a brownish hue with a mere 3.5% ABV, this immensely quaffable (highly drinkable!) beer is the 
perfect warm weather session ale.  Delicious to drink right now, at lunch, after work, between bites and pretty much any time.  Our 
Mild also has a little mustard powder in the boil.  The Bull Durham Tobacco Company was named after the black bull on Colman’s 
British Mustard because the owners thought the mustard came from Durham, England.  The mustard actually came from Norwich, 
but the name still remains today.   Hops: Goldings, Willamette

  Viola Hefe Weiss 
Light, crisp, tart and refreshing wheat beer is the brew to enjoy when the temperatures rise.  Our Hefe Weiss is 
brewed with a real Bavarian German yeast strain yielding aromas of cloves, banana and other spices.  This pale 
yellow, cloudy beer is the second in our series of wheat beer styles.  Hefe is German for yeast and Weiss [Vice] means 
white, referring to the wheat used in brewing this style of beer.  We named our Weiss after Viola Turner.  Viola 
began her career at the North Carolina Mutual Life Insurance Company in 1920 as a humble, smart and spunky 
secretary.  She eventually became the company’s treasurer and main connection to the larger financial world.  In a 
bold move at that time, she was responsible for putting the company on Wall Street.  She was the first woman to be 
appointed to the Board of Directors in 1960, as the Vice-President Treasurer.  Hops: 100% Hallertauer

  Bull’s IPA (British Style)
India Pale Ale is a style that originated in England when ale was produced higher in alcohol and with more hops to preserve the beer on 
long sea voyages to India.  Alcohol and hops are natural preservatives for beer when refrigeration is not available.  Today we celebrate 
this style as a badge of honor among brewers and hop-heads.  Our version is unfiltered to maintain all the gorgeous hop aromas and 
flavors.  Bull’s IPA is balanced in style playing the rich hop aromas against the malt flavors.  Apricots, flowers, citrus and caramel unite in 
a mouthful of beer goodness. Noticeably bitter and very full-bodied as is appropriate to the style. No history to the name, we just liked 
the sound of Bulls-EyePA.  We dry-hopped this batch with 7 pounds of Fuggles for extra love in every pint.  Hop heads unite! Approx. 
6.8% ABV Hops: Northern Brewer, Fuggles, Goldings  (Over 31 lbs. of hops in this 7 barrel batch of beer!)

            DPAC Dunkelweizen
We announce the opening of our wheat beer season with a classic Bavarian styled dark wheat beer, or Dunkelweizen (doonn-kel vite-
sen).  This is the part of our wheat beer series using the traditional Bavarian wheat beer yeast. This darker style wheat beer is served 
unfiltered showing a pale brown color typical of a dunkel. A special type of Bavarian yeast yields the signature clove, banana and spice 
qualities that define a Bavarian style wheat beer.  All of those aromas and flavors are a direct result of the yeast.  The name DPAC 
Dunkel celebrates the Durham Performing Arts Center located 3 blocks south of BCBB. The DPAC opened on November 30, 2008 
with B.B. King to a sell out crowd and is now rated one of the top performance halls in the world!  We love DPAC and we are big 
supporters of this great venue.    Hops: Hallertauer Hersbrucker
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